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‘Leadership Excellence’ Training for Retail & Allied professionals 
 

Leadership Excellence for Retail and Allied Professionals is a comprehensive development process of 

a four-month duration consisting of leadership style assessments, a workshop, an excursion to related 

businesses, project work, online coaching, evaluation and certification. This workshop is being 

organized by the SLRA Retail Academy in partnership with Sensei International, a global leadership 

organisation head quartered in New York.  

 

The chief guest and Keynote speaker would be Mr Eardley Perera, the founder Chairman of the 

Chartered Institute of Marketing, Sri Lanka Branch, a member on the Board of Study of the 

Postgraduate Institute of Management, University of Sri Jayewardenepura (PIM), and serves on the 

boards of multiple companies. Leading retail industry experts in Sri Lanka will be speaking and sharing 

their insights at this forum in a bid to groom retail professionals.  
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The industry expert speakers are, Hussain Sadique – Group Director Hameedia, Murali Prakash – 

Group MD/CEO Taprobane Holdings, Asoka Peiris – CEO Singer (Sri Lanka) Ltd. and Dulith Hearth 

– Founder Kapruka.com. Sensei Internationals Partner responsible for its operations in the Asian 

Region, Ranjan De Silva, designs and conducts the workshop in concert with the retail experts in SLRA. 

Ranjan is a pioneer in the retail industry in Sri Lanka when he was in the team that launched Keells 

Super in 1992, while serving on the boards of two subsidiaries of JKH. 

 

This is a professionally planned learning experience lasting 4 months. It is designed for professionals 

of all formats of retail outlets from Mega malls, supermarkets, boutiques, restaurants and cafes selling 

any type of product such as grocery, food (restaurants), pharmaceuticals, clothing, shoes, luggage, auto 

mobiles, communications, travel, financial services etc. It includes; 

 

• Leadership assessments of participants,  

o Mc Gregor’s Theory X and Theory Y - Assessment 

o Locus of control – Assessment  

o Extra ordinary leader - Assessment   

 

• A 2-day workshop on the 11th and 13th of June 2018  

o Leadership for effective retail management  

Building Leadership Charisma and Presence 

Energizing people  

Situational leadership  

Delegating effectively  

Coaching for success, 

 

o Operational Excellence  

Introduction to Operational Excellence  

Principles of operational excellence   

Customer review   

Project Selection  

Project Briefs & Milestone plans  
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o Customer Care Excellence  

It’s a matter of attitude  

Leading Customer Care Excellence   

Credibility habits assessment 

Rapport building  

Listening & questioning techniques  

Speaking inspiringly  

 

o Retail Technology 

Innovative & disruptive technology of the retail industry 

Making your ceiling the floor 

Root cause analysis  

Logical and Creative Thinking 

Brainstorming Solutions 

 

• A one day learning excursion on the 12th of June 2018 sandwiched between the two days of the 

workshop. The excursion will provide the participants to experience leadership excellence in 

practice at MAS Intimates, Pizza Hut and Keells Super.  

 

• Project work: each participant will work on two projects that will help his/her organisation and 

self over the next 3 months.  

 

• Executive coaching: Participants will receive an online coaching session from Ranjan De Silva 

to receive guidance on the projects and the implementation of leadership attitudes, behaviours 

and tools.  

 

• Final evaluation – presentation by the participants on their project progress and 

implementation of learnings.  

 

• Certification: those who complete the process will receive a certificate of leadership excellence.  
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Participants, Speakers, and SLRA officers at the first Leadership Excellence experience – 2017. 

 

 
 

Testimonials 

 

As a participant of the retail leadership programme 2017, I feel it was the 

greatest opportunity I had in my life. The explanations we got about leadership 

was very clear and practical. It was easy to improve ourselves. We also 

identified what type of a leader you are through the theory XY assessment? I 

put in to practice everything what I learnt. I'm getting positive results now and 

I'm proud of myself. When we gave feedback to our company based on the 

learnings, they gave us the freedom to implement changes. After the 

programme we had a theme in our organisation which is; happy staff make 

happy customers. If you are a good leader you can make happy staff.  We are 

now enjoying the benefits. We have happy staff they make our customers 

happy. When customers are happy your organisation can be stable in no.1 

position. Geetha Rajendran – Vouge Jewelers (pvt.) Ltd. 
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“The training program on Retail sales excellence covered not only the theory   

aspects it covered the Practical areas of Retail as well. The Visits to the places 

such as MAS & Keels logistics and the systems and the process were very useful. 

Overall the training experience was good so that I can practice the learnings in 

my work place”. Hana Saleemdeen, Manager – Human     Capacity 

Development, Hameedia.  

 

“Very informative, really made me think about possible scenarios, particularly 

in the workplace. Excellent trainer, obviously an expert in his field; practical 

sessions on Coaching really helped. Customer Care & Operational excellence 

sessions were found very applicable for my work. Gayani Dias, Manage 

Operations, Healthguard Pharmacy Ltd. 

 

 

I am grateful to be a participant of the "Retail Leadership Excellence 

Workshop." I have gained lots of improvements in myself after being through 

the workshop and hear the retail experts speak. The visits to business facilities, 

assessments, and coaching sessions helped me to improve leadership qualities, 

which helped with my carrier and personal growth.  Sassie Sharmane 

Kahaduwaarachchige, Perera and Sons Bakers Pvt Ltd. 

 

 

	

	

	


